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Abstract –Unlike the hole-doped cuprates, both nodal and nodeless superconductivity (SC) are
observed in the electron-doped cuprates. To understand these two types of SC states, we propose a
unified theory by considering the two-dimensional t-J model in proximity to an antiferromagnetic
(AF) long-range ordering state. Within the slave-boson mean-field approximation, the d-wave
pairing symmetry is still the most energetically favorable even in the presence of the external
AF field. In the nodal phase, it is found that the nodes carry vorticity and are protected by
the adjoint symmetry of time-reversal and one unit lattice translation. Robust edge modes are
obtained, suggesting the nodal d-wave SC being a topological weak-pairing phase. As decreasing
the doping concentration or increasing the AF field, the nodes with opposite vorticity annihilate
and the nodeless strong-pairing phase emerges. The topological phase transition is characterized
by a critical point with anisotropic Bogoliubov quasiparticles, and a universal understanding is
thus established for all electron-doped cuprates.
Introduction. – Over thirty-year-effort, the consen-
sus has been reached that the rich phase diagram in
cuprate superconductors mainly arises from the strong
electronic correlations [1,2]. The low-energy theory of the
doped Mott insulator is believed to be captured by the sin-
gle band t-J model [3]. There have been tremendous stud-
ies on the t-J model [4,5], most of which show d-wave pair-
ing superconductivity (SC), which has been confirmed by
hole-doped cuprates [6–8]. However, a remarkable asym-
metry exists between hole doping (p-type) and electron
doping (n-type) cuprates [9]. One of the most studied n-
type family Re2−xCexCuO4 (Re is a trivalent rare-earth
cation) displays antiferromagnetic (AF) long-range order
up to a relatively high dopant concentration 0.14 (Ref.
[10, 11]) before the nodal d-wave SC appears. In con-
trast, the other n-type family A1−xLaxCuO2 (A=Sr,Ca)
compound has a nodeless SC gap, and the d-wave pairing
symmetry is suspected [12–15].
Recently, by virtue of angular resolved photoemission
spectroscopy measurement on the epitaxially stabilized
Sr1−xLaxCuO2 thin films by oxide molecular-beam epi-
taxy, Harter et al. observed that the Fermi surface of
the SC samples consists of a large electron pocket around
(π, 0) and a tiny hole pocket surrounding (π/2, π/2), which
perfectly fits into a tight-binding electronic band structure
with an AF long-range order [16]. Moreover, in the SC
state, a strong coupling between the charge carriers and
the AF long-range order can push the nodal quasiparti-
cles below the Fermi level, leading to nodeless d-wave SC
without a change in the pairing symmetry of the order
parameter [16]. Actually, such a feature had been also no-
ticed in the single crystal Re2−xCexCuO4 samples [17–19].
In the present paper, we will carefully study the Fermi
surface evolution as varying the doping concentration and
examine the SC pairing symmetry in the two-dimensional
t-J model in the presence of a staggered magnetic field,
which mimics the AF long-range correlations in the n-type
family cuprates [20, 21]. In real materials, the dopant is
very likely to be inhomogenious, resulting in the super-
conducting regions in proximity to some AF regions. With
the slave-boson mean-field (MF) approximation in the hole
picture, the Fermi surface is composed of a large electron
pocket around (π, 0) and a tiny hole pocket surrounding
(π/2, π/2), which gradually emerges as increasing the dop-
ing concentration. In the superconducting phase, we found
that the d-wave pairing symmetry is the most energetically
favorable even in the presence of strong AF field. In the
nodal phase, the external AF field duplicates the nodes via
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the AF scattering process, which does not change the na-
ture of the nodal d-wave SC phase. Moreover, the nodes
carry vorticity ±2 and are protected by adjoint symme-
try T˜ of the time-reversal and one unit lattice transla-
tion, and the corresponding robust edge states are also
obtained. As increasing the AF field or decreasing the
doping level, the nodes with opposite vorticity annihilate,
and the nodal low-energy excitations are gapped out, lead-
ing to a nodeless d-wave SC. A topological phase transition
occurs between the nodal phase and the nodeless phase.
The critical point is characterized by anisotropic Bogoli-
ubov quasiparticles with quadratic dispersions along the
nodal direction and the Dirac line dispersions perpendicu-
lar to the nodal direction. We note that distinct from the
topological transition of nodal d-wave induced via addi-
tional spin-orbital interaction [22], the topological phase
transition we address here is intrinsic to the electron doped
cuprate materials.
Model and Theory. – Since the doped electrons
of the cuprates reside at the Cu 3dx2−y2 orbital forming
the full 3d10 configuration, the basic physics is well cap-
tured by the t-J model on a two-dimensional square lattice
[2]. Experimental measurements suggest that the nearest
neighbor (n.n.), the next nearest neighbor (n.n.n.), and
the next next nearest neighbor (n.n.n.n.) hopping should
be taken into account. By including an external AF field,
the model Hamiltonian is defined by
H = t
∑
rδσ
c†r,σcr+δ,σ + t
′
∑
rγσ
c†r,σcr+γ,σ − µ0
∑
r
nr
+t′′
∑
rδσ
c†r,σcr+2δ,σ +ms
∑
rσ
σeiQ·rc†r,σcr,σ
+
J
2
∑
r,δ
(
Sr · Sr+δ − 1
4
nrnr+δ
)
, (1)
where δ and γ denote the n.n. and n.n.n. vectors, respec-
tively, and ms is the external AF field with wave vector
Q =(π, π). The model is subject to a local constraint∑
σ c
†
r,σcr,σ  1. The band parameters are adopted by
t = 215 meV, t′ = −0.16t, t′′ = 0.2t, J = 0.3t, which
are relevant to experiments [16]. Note that this model
is expressed in the hole representation so that c†r,σ cre-
ates a hole in the Cu 3dx2−y2 orbital and therefore the
hopping parameters differ from the hole doped cases by a
sign [23]. Accordingly, in what follows the hole/electron
pocket as seen from the band structure should correspond
to the electron/hole pocket as observed by experiments,
and the pocket we address in the following will refer to
the experimental pocket to save confusion.
Firstly we would like to point out that there is a special
symmetry in the model Hamiltonian. Since the external
AF field breaks the lattice translation and time-reversal
symmetries, the square lattice is divided into two sublat-
tice A and B (rx + ry = even and rx + ry = odd) that are
subject to opposite magnetic fields. The sublattice de-
grees of freedom span a two dimensional space in terms of
Pauli operator τx: τx = 1 stands for the sublattice A and
τx = −1 for the sublattice B. It is obvious that one unit
lattice translation operation is equivalent to applying the
operator τz , which flips the sublattice degree of freedom.
It can be proved that the coupling of the electrons with
the AF field commutes with an adjoint operator T˜ ≡ T τz,
where T ≡ iσyK is the time-reversal operator and τz is
the one unit lattice translational operator. Therefore, the
model Hamiltonian has the adjoint T˜ symmetry, which is
much similar to the time-reversal symmetry in such an ad-
joint way due to the zero net magnetization in each unit
cell.
To treat the local constraint, we employ the slave-boson
decomposition: cr,σ = b
†
rfr,σ and the constraint is rewrit-
ten into b†rbr +
∑
σ f
†
r,σfr,σ = 1, which can be enforced by
introducing a Lagrangian multiplier λ. When the holons
condense 〈br〉 =
〈
b†r
〉
=
√
x, the fermionic spinon parts are
left. To decouple the spin superexchange term, MF order
parameters are introduced
κ ≡ J
4
〈
f †
r,↑fr+δ,↑ + f
†
r,↓fr+δ,↓
〉
,
∆δ ≡ J
4
〈fr,↑fr+δ,↓ − fr,↓fr+δ,↑〉 . (2)
In generally we assume ∆x = ∆d + i∆s and ∆y = −∆d +
i∆s, where ∆s and ∆d are amplitudes of n. n. spin-singlet
pairing with sx2+y2 - and dx2−y2-symmetries, respectively.
Then in momentum space the MF Hamiltonian can be
written as
Hmf =
∑
kσ
[
(ǫk + ǫ
′
k − µ) f †k,σfk,σ +msσf †k,σfk+Q,σ
]
+
∑
k
(
∆kf
†
k,↑f
†
−k,↓ +∆
∗
kf−k,↓fk,↑
)
, (3)
where
ǫk ≡ 2(tx+ κ) (coskx + cosky) , µ ≡ µ0 − λ,
ǫ′k ≡ 4t′xcoskxcosky + 2t′′x (cos2kx + cos2ky) ,
∆k ≡ 2∆d (coskx − cosky) + i2∆s (coskx + cosky) .
Note that the kinetic energy part is renormalized by the
doping concentration but the external AF field ms is not,
because the AF field in fact couples only to the spinon.
This suggests that a small AF field ms can have a sig-
nificant effect on the band structure and SC pairing. One
important point is that the MF Hamiltonian still preserves
the adjoint symmetry T˜ .
The MF Hamiltonian can be diagonalized in two steps.
First, the normal state band structure determined by the
first two terms of Eq.(3) can be derived as
ξ±,k = ǫ
′
k − µ±
√
ǫ2k +m
2
s, (4)
in the quasiparticles of
ψ†+,k,σ = (cosθk) f
†
k,σ + σ (sinθk) f
†
Q+k,σ,
ψ†−,k,σ = (sinθk) f
†
k,σ − σ (cosθk) f †Q+k,σ, (5)
p-2
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where θk ≡ 12 tan−1 msǫk ∈
[
0, π2
]
. The normal state spec-
trum has two-fold Kramer’s degeneracy due to the T˜ an-
tiunitary symmetry, then the adjoint operation of T˜ on
the original fermions is precisely equivalent to the time-
reversal T acting on the quasiparticles, ie.,
T˜ −1
(
fk,σ
fk+Q,σ
)
T˜ ⇐⇒ T −1
(
ψ+,k,σ
ψ−,k,σ
)
T . (6)
Physically, this is because the sublattice degrees of free-
dom are embedded within the quasiparticles.
The next step is to turn on the superconducting pairing
between normal quasiparticles. When the pairing matrix
is written in the quasiparticle Nambu spinor,
Ψ†±,k ≡
(
ψ†±,k,↑ ψ
†
±,k,↓ ψ±,−k,↓ −ψ±,−k,↑
)
,
the interband pairing is found to be absent, owing to the
n. n. pairing and singlet pairing nature. As a result, the
two species of quasiparticles are decoupled even in pairing
channel i.e. Hmf =
1
4
∑
k,α=±Ψ
†
α,kHα(k)Ψα,k, where
H±(k) = ξ±,kρzσ0 ± (∆kρ+ +∆∗kρ−)σ0, (7)
where ρ+, ρ−, and ρz denote three 2×2 Pauli matrices
acting in the particle-hole sector. It is straightforward to
obtain the Bogoliubov quasiparticle spectrum
E±,k =
√
ξ2±,k + |∆k|2. (8)
The Bogoliubov quasi-particles are given by
η†±,k,σ = (cosβ±,k)ψ
†
±,k,σ ± σ (sinβk,±) eiφkψ±,−k,−σ,
η±,−k,σ = (sinβ±,k)ψ
†
±,k,σ ∓ σ (cosβk,±) eiφkψ±,−k,−σ,
where βk,± ≡ 12 tan−1 |∆k|ξ±,k ∈
[
0, π2
]
and φk ≡
− tan−1 Im∆kRe∆k .
By filling out the negative energy states, the ground-
state energy density can be written as
εg = −
∫
dkxdky
8π2
(E+,k + E−,k)−µx+ 8
J
(
κ2 +∆2s +∆
2
d
)
.
Then the saddle point equations can be derived by min-
imizing the ground state energy ∂εg/∂(κ,∆s,∆d, µ) = 0,
from which the MF parameters (κ,∆s,∆d, µ) are deter-
mined self-consistently. In terms of Bogoliubov quasipar-
ticles, the imaginary-time Green’s function Gσ(k, τ) =
−
〈
Tτfk,σ(τ)f
†
k,σ(0)
〉
can be deduced to
Gσ (k, iωn) =
(
cos2 θk
)( cos2 βk,+
iωn − E+,k +
sin2 βk,+
iωn + E+,k
)
+
(
sin2 θk
)( cos2 βk,−
iωn − E−,k +
sin2 βk,−
iωn + E−,k
)
, (9)
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Fig. 1: For given values of the external AF field, the d-wave
pairing amplitude (a) and the valence bond parameter (b) as
the function of the doping concentration.
and the corresponding spectral function A (k, ω) =
− 1
π
ImGσ (k, ω + i0
+) is thus obtained,
A (k, ω) =
1
4
∑
α=±
(
1 + α
ǫk√
ǫ2k +m
2
s
)
×
[(
1 +
ξα,k
Eα,k
)
δ (ω − Eα,k)
+
(
1− ξα,k
Eα,k
)
δ (ω + Eα,k)
]
. (10)
In the following we perform the numerical calculations to
solve the saddle point equations and analyze the Fermi
surface structure in the normal state and the Bogoliubov
quasiparticle spectrum.
Fermi surface and phase diagram. – In the rea-
sonable parameter regime the numerical calculations al-
ways found ∆s = 0 and the d-wave pairing is energetically
favorable, i.e., ∆d 6= 0. For given the values of ms/t = 0,
0.03, 0.06, and 0.09, the parameters ∆d and κ as a func-
tion of the doping concentration are shown in Fig.1. The
d-wave pairing amplitude roughly decreases with doping
and tends to vanish beyond 17% doping level, however,
the AF field ms suppresses the pairing amplitude. The
valence bond parameter κ has the same sign with n.n.
hopping and its value increases with doping and decreases
with the field ms.
Next let us turn off the pairing amplitude to analyze the
Fermi surface structure and its evolution for given doping
concentrations x = 0.06, 0.08, 0.12 and a reasonable AF
fieldms/t = 0.06. As we shown previously, two quasiparti-
cle bands ξ±,k are resulted from the band folding and split
by the AF field. Away from half filling, the doped elec-
trons enter into the electron pocket around (π,0), which
is gradually enlarged by increasing the doping level. On
the other hand, since the effective n.n. hopping depends
linearly on the doping ratio, increasing the doping level
also enlarges the band width and makes the upper band
ξ+,k approach towards until crossing the Fermi level, re-
sulting in a tiny hole pocket around K =(π/2, π/2). In
Fig.2a, as increasing the doping concentration x, the up-
per band ξ+,k comes downwards to touch the Fermi level
p-3
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0
0.5
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m
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x=0.08 x=0.12
Fig. 2: (a) The band structure in the external AF field ms/t =
0.06 for given doping concentration x = 0.06, 0.08, 0.12. The
inset shows the enlarged feature around the nodal point K.
(b) The corresponding intensity map around the Fermi surface
obtained from the electron spectral function.
around the K point, while the lower one ξ−,k crosses the
Fermi level around the (π, 0) point. The corresponding
Fermi surfaces can be shown by the intensity map by in-
tegrating out the spectral function near the Fermi level∫ 0
−0.06A(k, ω) dω, displayed in Fig.2b. Both the hole and
electron pockets grow with increasing doping level and
tend to be connected, reconstructing a large Fermi-surface.
Such a feature qualitatively agrees with the experimental
observation [16]. Note that with a different value of AF
field the feature does not change drastically; for example,
stronger AF field would only require larger dopant con-
centration for the hole pocket around K to occur, and the
evolution is similar.
In the SC phase, the Bogoliubov quasiparticle spectra
E±,k are displayed in Fig.3a for given dopant concentra-
tions x = 0.06, 0.08, and 0.12 and the reasonable AF field
ms/t = 0.06. Due to the presence of the d-wave pairing,
an energy gap opens up in the lower Bogoliubov quasipar-
ticle band E−,k around the point (π, 0), making the Fermi
pocket around the anti-nodal point fully gapped. The low-
energy excitations are from the upper Bogoliubov quasi-
particle band E+,k around the nodal point. Moreover, we
also found that the nodal Fermi pocket preserves a pair
of nodes residing at the symmetric points K± above a
critical doping concentration, below which the nodes are
also gapped out. The full phase diagram is calculated and
shown in Fig.3b.
Topological properties of the nodal d-wave SC. –
In the nodal d-wave SC phase, the nodes exist and only
exist at the intersections of the Fermi pocket and the zero
line of d-wave pairing field, i.e., ξ+(kx, ky) = 0. There
are eight nodes in the first Brillouin zone, as schemat-
ically shown in the insert of Fig.3b, but only two of
(0,0) (pi,pi) (pi,0) (0,0)
-0.4
-0.3
-0.2
-0.1
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
E ±
/t
x=0.06
x=0.08
x=0.12
Nodal D-Wave
Nodeless D-Wave
0
0.05
0.1
m
s/t
0.01 0.06 0.11 0.16
x
--
+
+
m
s
/t=0.06
(a)
(b)
(pi,pi)
(-pi,-pi)
Fig. 3: (a) The spectrum of Bogoliubov quasiparticles evolves
with increasing the doping level for a fixed AF field. The solid
line denotes±E+,k while the dashed line for ±E−,k. The nodes
appear around the point K = (pi/2, pi/2), and the insert shows
the enlarged feature. (b) The superconducting phase diagram.
The insert shows the positions of nodes in the Brillouin zone,
where ± represents the sign of pairing field, and dots in red and
blue colors represent nodes carrying ±2 vorticity, respectively.
them are independent, denoted asK± ≡ (K±,K±) within
the first quadrant Brillouin zone (0 < K+ < π/2 and
K− = π − K+ > π/2) . The other six nodes are merely
the reflection images of K± and can be neglected for
the moment. So when the gapped quasiparticle states
are neglected, the low-energy effective Hamiltonian con-
tains two nodal valleys that can be obtained by expanding
H+(k) = (ξ+,kρz+∆kρx)σ0 around the nodal points K±.
We thus have
Heff (K± + q) = (±v3q+ρz + v1q−ρx)σ0 ≡ (h±(q) · ρ)σ0,
(11)
which is written as two copies of two-dimensional Dirac
Hamiltonian with canonical coordinates q± ≡ qx ± qy and
two characteristic velocities: v1 = −2∆d sinK+ and
v3 = −2 (t′x+ 2t′′x) sin 2K+
− 4(tx+ κ)
2 sin 2K+√
m2s + 16(tx+ κ)
2 cos2K+
.
This two-dimensional Dirac type Hamiltonian resembles
a ”magnetic field” h±(q) coupling the Nambu spinor in
the momentum space (hx± = v1q−,h
y
± = 0, h
z
± = ±v3q+).
The magnitude of the ”magnetic field” |h±(q)| determines
the energy spectrum for the low-energy excitations, while
its unit direction n±(q) ≡ h±(q)/ |h±(q)| is responsible
p-4
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for pinning the ground state. Moreover, the nodes K±
turn out to be the core of vortices, whose vorticity can be
calculated by the topological winding number
w± = 2
∮
dq
2π
· [nx±(q)∇qnz±(q)− nz±(q)∇qnx±(q)] , (12)
where the winding number is multiplied by 2 due to spin
degeneracy. It turns out w± = ±2. The vortices cause
the ground-state pairing wave function to experience a
nonzero Berry phase for any closed path surrounding each
node in the momentum space. And the lower dimensional
model confined to this loop would be fully gapped and
topologically nontrivial. Consequently, the vorticity im-
plies a nontrivial topology of the nodal d-wave SC, which
is supposed to manifest in the edges due to bulk edge cor-
respondence.
For each fixed momentum k(11) along (1,1), the system
is effectively a one dimensional chain along (1, 1¯). The
1D chain that avoids the nodes is always fully gapped and
characterized by the topological winding number given by
Eq. (12). Any two chains whose k(11) embrace the pro-
jection of K± must have their topological winding num-
ber differ by w± = ±1, therefore at least one of them
is topologically nontrivial and would show robust edge
modes when (1, 1¯) boundary turns open. Then we per-
formed exact diagonalization to the system in cylinder ge-
ometry with (1, 1¯) open edges, and compare it with the
bulk spectrum given by system of closed boundary. As
shown in Fig.4, the spectrum with (1, 1¯) open edges is
nothing but the spectrum of the closed system being pro-
jected onto the (1, 1¯) edges, except that in the nodal d-
wave SC phase there appear two additional in-gap edge
modes with k(11) residing on the interval between projec-
tion of K±(corresponding dispersion shown by magenta
color curve in Fig.4a). The in-gap edge modes are topo-
logically protected, which is analogous to the necessary ap-
pearance of Fermi arc on the surface of three-dimensional
Weyl semi-metal. Notice that the (1, 0) or (0, 1) surface
edges do not show edge bound states because the vor-
tices and anti-vortices would collapse upon projection onto
those edges. Finally, we mention that it is the AF field
that accounts for the energy splitting of the topologically
protected edge states away from exact zero energy of the
dx2−y2 wave SC in the absence of AF studied by Wang
and Lee [24].
It is necessary to investigate the robustness of the bulk
gap nodes being subject to all possible perturbations. The
low-energy effective Hamiltonian (11) is a two-dimensional
massless Dirac Hamiltonian though it describes the Bo-
goliubov excitations rather than the usual U(1) fermionic
excitations. To gap out the nodes is equivalent to endow-
ing extra-mass terms on the massless model. Regardless of
the symmetry requirements, all the available mass terms
are enumerated as the following pairing terms:
m±Ψ
†
±,kσ0iρyΨ±,−k;
m1Ψ
†
±,kσxiρyΨ±,−k, m2Ψ
†
±,kσyρyΨ±,−k,
m3Ψ
†
±,kσziρyΨ±,−k. (13)
The first mass term represents the extra singlet pair-
ing that differs from the existing d-wave pairing field by
π/2 phase, transforming the pure d-wave pairing sym-
metry into mixed pairing symmetry, e.g. (dx2−y2 + is),
(dx2−y2 + isx2+y2), (dx2−y2 + idxy). However, the mixed
pairing phase inevitably breaks the adjoint T˜ symmetry.
The other three mass terms stand for triplet pairing chan-
nels without the mirror symmetries, which are not ener-
getically favorable in the AF spin superexchange coupling
of the t-J model. So the only realistic possible mass term
that can directly gap out the nodes comes from the first
extra-mass term, which is nevertheless forbidden by the
adjoint T˜ symmetry. In this sense the nodal d-wave SC
phase is protected by T˜ .
Moreover, the topology of the nodal d-wave SC also
manifests in its weak-pairing nature. The low-energy sec-
tor has a small Fermi pocket around the nodal points K±,
and its pairing ground state can be expressed as
|Ω〉 ∝ exp
(∑
k
gkψ
†
+,k,↑ψ
†
+,−k,↓
)
|FS〉, (14)
which displays a string of poles along the nodal direction
inside the pocket,
gk = −1− n
z(k)
nx(k)
∝ 1
q−
. (15)
This result implies a long tail of the pairing function in real
space, indicating the weak pairing nature of the nodal d-
wave SC. Therefore, the nodal d-wave SC is a weak-pairing
topological superconducting phase protected by the ad-
joint symmetry T˜ . In contrast, in the nodeless d-wave SC
the Fermi pockets aroundK± and its equivalent points are
absent, and the pairing function in the momentum space
is analytical. These properties suggest that the nodeless
d-wave SC is a strong-pairing phase corresponding to BEC
limit and thus topologically trivial.
Topological phase transition. – In the presence of
the symmetry T˜ , the nodes in the nodal d-wave phase
are protected. The only way to kill the nodes is to let the
vortex-antivortex pairs annihilate each other, which can be
done by gradually increasing the AF field or deceasing the
dopant concentration. The phase transition from weak-
pairing nodal d-wave SC to strong-pairing nodeless d-wave
SC is characterized by two nodes with opposite vorticity
merging together at the point (π/2, π/2).
To reveal the detailed features of the phase transition,
we have to consider the low-energy excitations near the
critical point. Since the effective Hamiltonian is com-
posed of even functions in the Brillouin zone, we can only
p-5
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Fig. 4: For ms/t = 0.06 and x = 0.075, 0.072975, 0.0725 respectively, the bulk spectrum of closed system are shown in colored
sheets, while the spectrum of lattice in cylinder geometry (size 600×512) with (1, 1¯) open edges are shown by the black curves
behind. (a) the nodal d-wave SC phase, where a pair of nodes reside symmetrically with respect to the point K = (pi/2, pi/2);
(b) at the critical point; (c) the nodeless d-wave SC. With decreasing dopant concentration or increasing the external AF field,
the vortex and anti-vortex approach towards and finally annihilate each other, leading to the topological phase transition from
the nodal d-wave SC to the nodeless d-wave SC.
consider one quadrant Brillouin zone and the other ar-
eas of the Brillouin zone are connected by reflections. By
expanding H+(k) = (ξ+(k)ρz + ∆kρx)σ0 around K =
(π/2, π/2), the low-energy effective Hamiltonian can be
derived as
Hc(K+ q) =
(
Aq2+ − µ′
)
ρzσ0 + vq−ρxσ0 ≡ (hc(q) · ρ)σ0,
(16)
where
µ′ = µ−ms + 4t′′x, v = −2∆d,
A =
2(tx+ κ)2
ms
+ (t′ + 2t′′)x;
hxc = vq−, h
y
c = 0, h
z
c = Aq
2
+ − µ′.
This quasiparticle spectrum has a linear dispersion along
the direction kx = π − ky but quadratic dispersion along
the nodal direction kx = ky , shown in Fig.5. It is clear
that the effective chemical potential µ′ > 0 stands for the
nodal d-wave phase, while µ′ < 0 is for the nodeless d-wave
phase, so the critical point is characterized by the effective
chemical potential µ′ = 0. In the direction kx = π − ky,
the phase transition can be viewed as topological phase
transition from negative mass to positive mass and classi-
fied by the Z2 quantum number. At the critical point, the
low-energy excitations are double-faced, because that the
low-energy excitations of weak pairing phase have massless
Dirac spectrum in all directions while the strong pairing
phase shows nonrelativistic spectrum.
Discussion and conclusion. – So far we have dis-
cussed the influence of an external AF field on the nodal
d-wave SC. It is important to compare the results with
those in the absence of the AF field, where the nodal d-
wave SC has four nodes connected by the mirror symme-
tries Mx and My and their mirror partners are shown to
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Fig. 5: Evolution of low-energy spectrum of the Bogoliubov
quasi-particles across phase transition point for a fixed AF field
ms/t = 0.06. (a) and (c) show the spectra in the nodal direc-
tion kx = ky . (b) and (d) display the spectra in the direction
kx = pi − ky .
carry opposite vorticity [24]. Weak AF field induces the
Q ≡ (π, π) vector scattering, and creates a copy for all
four nodes. For instance, the node at K− −Q induces a
node at K−, whose vorticity differs from the original node
because the pairing field changes sign under the AF vec-
tor Q, namely, ∆k+Q = −∆k. The weak AF field does
not completely destroys the Fermi pocket that enters into
the low-energy sector by crossing the pairing nodal line,
and the number of nodes within magnetic Brillouin zone
is still four. Therefore, nodal d-wave SC phase without
the AF field is topologically the same phase as that in the
presence of weak AF field, where nodes are protected by
p-6
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T˜ symmetry. Only strong enough AF field would drive
the vortex-anti-vortex pairs to annihilate, resulting in the
nodeless d-wave SC without breaking T˜ symmetry.
On the other hand, it is necessary to address the possi-
bility to have a full-gapped topological SC from the sym-
metry protected nodal d-wave SC. Similar to the Haldane’s
approach to realizing a nontrivial Chern insulator by gap-
ping out the two-dimensional graphene system [25], it is
worth noticing that the gap nodes in the nodal d-wave
SC can be directly gapped out by breaking T˜ symme-
try, which can potentially lead to nontrivial topological
fully gapped SC. There can be two drastically different
ways to introduce mixed singlet pairing channels, depend-
ing upon whether the sign of mass endowed upon the two
inequivalent nodes are the same or the opposite. Intro-
ducing the masses m±Ψ
†
±,kiρyΨ±,−k with the same sign
(m+ = m−) would bring the pair of vortex-anti-vortex
into merons that would cancel each other, leading to a
trivial full gapped (dx2−y2 + is) SC. On the other hand,
introducing masses with the opposite sign m+ = −m−
would drive the vortex-anti-vortex pair into meron and
anti-meron which together form a skyrmion, leading to
a topologically full gapped (dx2−y2 + isx2+y2) SC. Actu-
ally, the extended s-wave pairing plays exactly the role
of this nontrivial mass term in the low-energy Dirac-like
Bogoliubov excitations of the nodal d-wave SC, because
its nodal line is along the direction kx = π − ky. As a
result, with the first quadrant Brillouin zone contributing
one unit of Chern number, we have found that the weak
pairing (dx2−y2 + isx2+y2) SC as the valley symmetry pro-
tected topological superconductor can be realized in the
hole doped cuprates [26].
In summary, we have developed a unified theory to un-
derstand both nodal and nodeless SC observed in the
electron-doped cuprates by introducing an external AF
field into the two-dimensional t-J model. Within the slave-
boson mean-field approximation, the d-wave pairing sym-
metry is the most energetically favorable. In the nodal d-
wave SC phase, the nodes are protected by the product of
time-reversal and unit lattice translation symmetries. By
increasing the external AF field or decreasing the doping
concentration, the nodes with opposite vorticity annihilate
and the nodeless d-wave SC phase emerges.
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